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Social cognition emerged in the 1970s and 80s as an attempt to answer social-
psychological questions by adopting experimental techniques and theoretical concepts 
from cognitive psychology. Recently, cognitive psychologists began to build complementary 
bridges between cognitive and social psychology by showing increasing interest in the 
cognitive implications of social situations. Here, we take a closer look at the remaining 
obstacles to join cognitive and social perspectives on human behavior. Using conformity 
as an example, we attempt to demonstrate that the social-cognition approach has been 
successful in adopting cognitive concepts and experimental methods, but is still lagging 
behind with respect to (1) mechanistic theorizing, as it often engages in merely describing 
phenomena in terms of reasons rather than explaining it in terms of causes and (2) reflecting 
the sociohistorical context of the phenomenon under investigation. As we try to show, 
developing mechanistic theories for social phenomena, including the effects of individual 
differences and their sociohistorical dependencies, is not only possible but necessary to 
eliminate the boundaries between cognitive and social accounts of human behavior.

Keywords: conformity, theory of event coding, adaptive behavior, social cognition, mechanistic theorizing

Social cognition, a “field of psychology concerned with the mental processes through which 
we  preceive, think about, and act toward other people and in response to situational factors” 
(Amodio, 2019), emerged in the 1970s and 80s, as a result of adopting experimental techniques 
and theoretical concepts from cognitive psychology. In contrast to more sociological or behavioristic 
approaches, the social cognition approach tries to understand social thought and behavior 
from an individualistic perspective that considers the way information about social events is 
processed, stored, and used. This emphasis on individuals has been criticized (e.g., Taylor and 
Brown, 1979), and we  do not intend to claim that the social cognition is the best or only 
way to understand social behavior. And yet, the social-cognition approach does provide an 
interesting and stimulating interface between cognitive and social research and theorizing, 
which is particularly important as the increasing interest of social psychologists in cognitive 
processes has recently been echoed by an increasing interest of cognitive psychologists in 
social situations and the cognitive implications thereof (Hommel, 2006).

This interest was fueled by surprising observations that what cognitive psychologists considered 
well-established, almost hard-wired cognitive effects can be  strongly affected by the real or 
even imagined presence of other people. Take the notorious Simon effect (Simon, 1969), 
which indicates that speeded responses to stimuli are faster and more accurate if the stimulus 
spatially corresponds to the location of the response, even if stimulus location is irrelevant 
to the task. The classic effect has been replicated hundreds, perhaps thousands of times across 
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different variations of the basic design, the stimuli, and the 
responses (e.g., Hommel, 2011). It is commonly attributed to 
response conflict, the idea being that, when stimulus and 
response do not correspond, the intentional response conflicts 
with the response that is automatically triggered by the stimulus 
location, which in turn may lead to an error or a delay that 
reflects resolution of the conflict (e.g., Kornblum et  al., 1990). 
If so, one would expect that the effect disappears if the 
participant responds with only one key to only one of the 
stimuli, rendering the task a “go-nogo task,” because in this 
case the correct response can already be  prepared long before 
the stimulus appears. This is indeed what studies have shown 
(Hommel, 1996). However, if such a go-nogo version of the 
task is performed in the presence of another person who 
operates the other key to respond to the other stimulus (see  
Figure 1), the effect comes back—the so-called Joint Simon 
effect (JSE; Sebanz et  al., 2003).

The discovery of the JSE has been considered to show that 
people automatically co-represent other people and their tasks and 
to demonstrate “the fundamental social nature of perception and 
action” (Knoblich and Sebanz, 2006). While more recent findings 
have challenged the assumption of automatic co-representation 
(Dolk et  al., 2014) and speculations about “social nature” do not 
seem to contribute much to understanding the underlying 
mechanisms, the observation of the JSE and related phenomena 
demonstrate that even the most basic cognitive effects are not 
immune to the social environment and the real or imagined 
presence of others. This in turn renders any clear-cut separation 
between cognitive and social psychology or phenomena questionable 
(Hommel, 2006)—irrespective of whether one assumes that all 
social behavior is actually cognitive in nature or whether one 
prefers the opposite perspective. However, the increasing 
methodological overlap between the cognitive and social sciences 
notwithstanding, integrating insights from both fields still faces 
considerable challenges. In the following, we highlight two of them: 
non-mechanistic theorizing about social effects and insufficient 

attention for the historicity and cultural boundedness of social 
phenomena. We  will discuss both issues in the context of social 
conformity, by drawing on some, partly rather unexpected recent 
findings from our lab.

NON-MECHANISTIC THEORIZING

Conforming behavior has always been an interesting social 
phenomenon attracting the attention of many social psychologists 
in all times. In his most famous, but at the same time most 
controversial study, Asch (1951) demonstrated that people easily 
change their opinion when confronted with deviating opinions 
of others. His participants were to choose the one out of three 
visual lines that would match a reference line in length. Even 
though the correct response was obvious, participants were 
strongly affected by deviating judgments of other participants, 
who in fact were all confederates, and followed the group’s 
opinion even when it was incorrect. Asch himself initially 
expected participants to choose the correct response irrespective 
of the group’s opinion, so the actual results surprised him as 
much as the entire scientific community at that time.

How can we explain this kind of behavior? Social-psychological 
accounts have claimed that conformity effects reflect the belief 
in the superior knowledge of the group (Asch, 1951) and 
suggested that people conform to the group’s norms and values 
because they want to be  accepted by it (e.g., Kelman, 1958). 
While we do not doubt the validity of these claims, they remain 
descriptive and do not amount to a truly mechanistic explanation. 
Social-psychological “explanations” refer to the possible reasons 
of conformity behavior rather than to the actual causes, and 
thus favor the personal level of explanation over the more 
appropriate functional or systems level. If we  are to understand 
social behavior by referring to and analyzing the information-
processing operations underlying it, explanations should 
be restricted to this functional/systems level of description rather 

A B

FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of standard Simon task (A) and joint Simon tasks (B) (Ruissen and de Bruijn, 2016).
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than to the personal level at which the to-be-explained 
phenomenon is defined. Failing to do so is likely to result in 
re-describing the phenomenon in pseudo-explanatory terminology, 
rather than revealing the actual mechanistic underpinnings 
(Hommel, 2019). Neuroscientific “explanations,” in turn, have 
merely demonstrated that conformity behavior goes along with 
neural activity that has also been shown to go along with other 
(e.g., conflict-inducing) behavior that is similar to conformity 
behavior. For example, in the study of Klucharev et  al. (2009), 
results demonstrated that when individual judgments differed 
from those of the group, activity in the medial prefrontal cortex 
(an area generally known to be  involved in the processing of 
conflict) increased, while activity in the nucleus accumbens, an 
area associated with the expectation of reward, decreased. Again, 
we do not doubt the validity and importance of these observations, 
but they hardly provide a mechanistic principle that would 
really explain the phenomenon.

We conclude that the social cognition approach was successful 
in bringing into play cognitive methodological techniques and 
cognitive theoretical concepts, but it did not yet make the 
decisive step of engaging in truly mechanistic theorizing. In 
order to do so, social cognition approaches would not only 
need to include cognitive concepts in the explanation of 
phenomena but also to delineate exactly how the interaction 
of cognitive operations causally generates the phenomena. A 
truly mechanistic approach needs to look for a cognitive theory 
that goes beyond re-describing or provide personal reasons to 
produce effects like conformity by providing a mechanism that 
allows researchers to systematically predict such behavior under 
various conditions.

To become more explicit with respect to the needed level 
theorizing and to provide a concrete example case, we  refer 
to a recent attempt of ours (Kim and Hommel, 2015) to explain 
key characteristics of conformity by using basic principles of 
the Theory of Event Coding (TEC), a general theory of the 
interactions between human perception and action (Hommel 
et  al., 2001). We  would like to emphasize that our goal is not 
to defend our particular approach at this point, but will use 
it only as an example for the degree of theoretical detail and 
specificity that we  think is needed for the next generation of 
social cognition approaches—Social Cognition 2.0 (a term 
we  borrow from Amodio, 2019) that is. We  also admit that 
our approach does not account for all available conformity-
related observations. In the original Asch (1951) experiments, 
participants carried out their judgments in the presence of 
confederates. This introduces motives of justification and self-
presentation, as obvious from self-reports showing that some 
participants knew that the answer of the group was wrong 
but they apparently did not dare to give a deviant answer. 
Later, approaches have focused more on the after-effects of 
information about majority opinions and judgments of a relevant 
reference group, such as in the studies described below (i.e., 
changes of one’s judgment of a given object or issue to make 
it more compatible with a majority vote), and it is only these 
kinds of after-effects we  will be  addressing in the following.

Our account of the impact of majority judgments on the 
future behavior of participants was motivated by TECs claim 

that both produced and perceived events (i.e., action plans 
and perceptual representations) are coded in terms of their 
features and in a common format (Hommel et  al., 2001; 
Hommel, 2009), and that it does not differentiate between 
representing “me/self ” and “others” (Hommel, 2018). Accordingly, 
actions performed by the individual him/herself and the actions 
performed by someone else should be  coded in comparable 
ways (Hommel et  al., 2009)—even though one commonly has 
more (e.g., proprioceptive, anticipatory, and historical) 
information about one’s own action (Hommel, 2018). Given 
TECs further assumption that co-activated event codes tend 
to be  bound into event files (Hommel, 2004), experiencing a 
(self- or other-performed) action should lead to a binding of 
action-related feature codes to codes representing the perceptual 
context (i.e., the stimuli inducing the action, the object on 
which it is carried out, and the situation in which that happens). 
Event files operate according to a pattern-completion logic, so 
that the retrieval or stimulus-induced reactivation of one code 
spreads to the other components (Kühn et  al., 2011).

Given these assumptions, we  reasoned, conformity-related 
changes in judgment might thus have nothing to do with 
group wisdom or group norms but rather reflect a mix-up of 
event files reflecting one’s own action history and event files 
reflecting the actions of others. If, say, an individual reacts to 
a stimulus line by judging it to be  2  cm long, she would 
store an event file that integrates perceptual codes of the 
stimulus features and the response “2  cm.” Perceiving nine 
other people reacting to the same stimulus by judging it to 
be  3  cm long would lead to the storage of nine event files 
that integrate stimulus features with the response “3  cm.” Even 
if event files coding one’s own action might enjoy more attention 
or stronger weighting, encountering the stimulus on another 
occasion would still tend to retrieve 10 event files with most 
of them suggesting another than the correct response. Given 
the notorious strong impact of (memories of) past responses 
on present performance (Lewin, 1922a,b), what looks like 
conformity may simply be  the failure to properly discriminate 
between one’s own (correct) response and the (incorrect) 
response(s) of one’s co-actor(s).

To test this possibility, Kim and Hommel (2015) adopted 
the experimental design of recent conformity studies (Klucharev 
et  al., 2009; Shestakova et  al., 2012) and had participants rate 
220 pictures of female faces for attractiveness on a scale 1–8. 
After their own evaluation, participants were presented with 
what they were led to believe was the rating of the same face 
by other students of their university—an important reference 
group. After a short break, participants were asked to rate the 
same faces again. Replicating previous studies, we  found 
significant changes in the ratings into the direction of the 
rating of a reference group: higher scores if a reference group 
found the face more attractive and lower scores if they found 
it less attractive. Importantly, we  included a second group of 
participants that was also presented with other ratings after 
having rated each face themselves, but the cover story did 
not mention any possible reference group. Rather, participants 
were told that the numbers were randomly chosen and function 
as distractors to make the task more difficult. Given our 
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theoretical background, we  expected that the mere exposure 
to an alternative “response” (even in the absence of any social 
indication of it) would result in an adjustment of participants’ 
rating behavior in the second rating session. Indeed, even in 
the absence of any social cover story, participants demonstrated 
“conformity” by adjusting their second rating into the direction 
of the presented number (Kim and Hommel, 2015).

We hasten to add that this observation must not be  taken 
as unequivocal evidence for the validity of our theoretical 
background. As argued by Ihmels and Ache (2018) and partly 
confirmed by Kim and Hommel (2018), the paradigm used 
by Kim and Hommel (2015) and previous researchers is sensitive 
to regression-to-the-mean effects, which implies that the effect 
that Kim and Hommel (2015) were able to extend to non-social 
conditions was actually not a real conformity effect. What 
we  do want to emphasize, however, is that we  consider our 
approach the first truly mechanistic account of conformity 
behavior which allows for much more specific predictions than 
the previously suggested descriptive accounts.

AHISTORICAL THEORIZING

A major objection against the application of cognitive theories 
to social phenomena may be  based on the fact that cognitive 
approaches address processes that rely on millions of years of 
biological evolution while social phenomena can change even 
within the lifespan of one generation. This problem was voiced 
by Gergen (1973), who argued that laws and principles of 
social interaction vary over time, so that “theories of social 
behavior are primarily reflections of contemporary history”. If 
so, phenomena we observe today may become weaker tomorrow 
and even cease to exist the year after, sometimes due to that 
reporting and discussing a phenomenon might work back and 
speed up eliminating the phenomenon; e.g., studying and 
discussing obedience to authority may reduce the likelihood 
of finding obedience in citizens.

A related aspect of social behavior is its cultural variability. 
Similar social situations can evoke different behavioral responses 
in members of different cultures, historical traditions, and 
religions, different gender roles, even different emotional reactions, 
and different neural responses (Han and Ma, 2014) to life events 
like death or childbirth. This suggests that culture has a strong 
impact on basic cognitive aspects of human brain functioning. 
Indeed, a number of seminal studies by Nisbett and colleagues, 
who have strongly revived the interest in cultural factors, found 
that people growing up in East Asian cultures such as China 
and Japan tend to develop more holistic thinking styles, whereas 
people brought up in Western cultures like Australia and the 
USA tend to develop analytic thinking styles, with severe 
consequences for the way global and local information is processed 
(e.g., Nisbett et  al., 2001). Along the same lines, members of 
collectivistic (e.g., Catholicism or Buddhism) and individualistic 
(e.g., neo-Calvinism) religions show profound differences in 
cognitive-control styles (Hommel and Colzato, 2017).

Take again conformity as an example. After Asch’s famous 
experiment (Asch, 1951), many replications of the study followed 

exploring which factors contributed to the main effect, such 
as the obviousness of the correct response, group size, or gender 
composition of the group (e.g., Larsen, 1990; Bond, 2005). But 
not all replications were successful. In fact, effect sizes decreased 
systematically over decades and even tended to disappear in 
the most recent studies (Bond and Smith, 1996), which according 
to Perrin and Spencer (1981) suggests that Asch’s study was 
a “child of its time” by reflecting the high level of social 
obedience of 1950s in the USA that disappeared as a consequence 
of the rise of individualistic values. And yet, successful replications 
of the Asch’s observations are still reported even in the Western 
World in the last two decades of the 20th century (e.g., Vlaander 
and Rooijen, 1985; Abrams et  al., 1990). Could this be  a sign 
that Gergen was correct in claiming that social phenomena 
cannot be  studied in the lab?

We would like to argue that, on the contrary, Gergen’s challenge 
calls for more mechanistic theorizing based on systematic laboratory 
research. Historical processes and the dynamics of social 
phenomena they imply do not stand in the way of more rigorous 
theorizing but rather provide useful constraints for building 
theories that embrace historical processes and make them part 
of the modeling process. Hence, we  need mechanistic models 
that can explain exactly how historical changes impact cognitive 
processing and the phenomenon under investigation. For example, 
Hommel and Colzato (2017) have suggested that differential 
emphasis on commonalities versus distinctions between events 
and individuals in collectivistic and individualistic cultures provide 
selective social feedback for the development of a more integrative 
or a more discriminative cognitive processing style, which 
eventually establishes a corresponding default bias. A more 
integrative bias would increase, and a more focused bias would 
reduce the amount of social information considered in a decision, 
which in the latter case would reduce and eventually eliminate 
phenomena that rely on the processing of social information, 
such as conformity. If so, conformity effects should be  easier 
to find in more collectivistic societies.

To test this prediction, Kim et  al. (2019, submitted) created 
a novel paradigm for testing conformity effects that avoids 
methodological problems like regression-to-the-mean effects. 
Participants saw 110 pairs of pictures (plants and flowers) and 
chose the one they liked more. As in previous studies, participants 
were then confronted with the opinion of “others” before they 
were tested again to see whether deviating opinions of “others” 
changed their judgment (see Figure 2). To compare collectivistic 
and individualistic cultures, we  tested participants in the 
Netherlands, a country in the top-5 Hofstede’s Individualism/
Collectivism Scale (Hofstede et  al., 2010, with 80 out of 100 
Individualism points), and China (20 Individualism points), 
which despite a visible trend toward individualization has 
remained much more collectivistic in comparison (Van de 
Vliert et  al., 2013). We  found a significant main effect of 
conformity in the Chinese but not in the Dutch sample, 
suggesting that the Dutch students were ignoring the social 
information. This suggests that conformity behavior is not 
hardwired but emerges from an interaction between cultural 
biases and situational salience of social information. Rigorous 
mechanistic theorizing can capture both of these factors and 
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make specific and increasingly precise predictions that are open 
to laboratory testing.

CONCLUSIONS

Lewin (1952) claimed that nothing is as practical as a good theory, 
and we  claim that this holds in particular for the understanding 
of social phenomena. While the social-cognition approach has 
been successful in adopting cognitive concepts and experimental 
methods, it is still lagging behind with respect to mechanistic 
theorizing and still way too often engages in merely describing 
phenomena in terms of reasons rather than explaining it in terms 
of causes. As we  tried to show here, developing mechanistic 
theories for social phenomena is possible (see also Pfister et  al., 
2019, for a mechanistic account of rule-breaking), and there is 
no reason to shy away from using these theories to also account 

for the impact of historical development, cultural and individual 
variability, and environmental dynamics. In other words, the time 
is ripe for Social Cognition 2.0.
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